USE SLR MATERIAL DIGITALLY – instructions for using .pdf writers
When using SLR material and you are wanting to offer a digital option, we
suggest using a .pdf writer which keeps all the SLR formatting etc. and offers
students all the functions they need to complete work booklets like drawing
lines, writing in text boxes, highlighting, saving material etc. The SLR .pdf can
then be saved onto a student's network, or into the cloud and will ensure the
quality assurance of SLR material is left intact to avoid confusion.
A .pdf writer is much more universally used and can be used on different
platforms and ensures students don't delete sections by mistake. Please note,
we have always stated in our SLR copyright on all our resources “SLR material
cannot be altered without written approval from Supporting Learning
Resources Ltd. This includes adapting and changing content/layout on SLR
material to use digitally.” which is why we recommend using a .pdf writer that
doesn’t change content or layout.
Your school may already have a recommended .pdf writer, or you could use a
free one like Lumin which is already on many computers and on Google
drives. Please talk to your IT support or other staff already using .pdf writers
about the many .pdf writers that are available for you to use with students
(please note, we have continually amazed by how many “IT Support staff” in
schools have not heard of or ever used a .pdf writer).
We suggest opening a .pdf and using a .pdf writer yourself first so you are
familiar with all the tools and can help students and their caregivers if they are
using a .pdf writer at home rather than just passing along instructions.
** Please note, we are not IT experts and below is a suggestion only that we
have used for many years successfully. For some students and staff, printing a
range of booklets off and having them available to take home and work on will
still be the best option to focus on the learning and skills rather than
developing IT solutions that may confuse students who need support, or put
caregivers under unnecessary pressure.
Ø see the next page for some simple step-by-step instructions
for using the free .pdf writer Lumin.
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For example using the free Lumin via Google Drives goes something like this: 1. Open up one of our .pdfs by using the middle drop down (open with) and
scrolling down to Lumin.

2. It will then connect to your Google Drive and open like a document.
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3. We suggest playing around with all the tools so you can help students when
you need to. Keep in mind, you may have a better tool your school has
purchased or software linked to your system (or need to get one?!).
A .pdf writer is 10x better than a doc as you keep all the formatting you have
paid for and a student/staff can't delete anything, which keeps the quality
assurance of a SLR resource.

We hope this helps plan and prepare for any upcoming flexible learning
options needed. Please remember, we are not "tech experts" and can't really
answer questions about your own school system and set up, but we can share
with you what has worked well for us with staff and students.
Nga mihi everyone,
SLR - Supporting Learning Resources
http://www.supportedlearning.com

